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Abstract: Explicit algebraic expressions have been calculated for both the SU3 Wigner coefficients 
and the SU3 Racah coefficients which are of particular interest in the recoupling problem in- 
volving 2s-ld shell nucleons and basis functions of SU3 symmetry involving the SUB ~ SU~ 
chain. The Wigner coefficients are those for the Kronecker products (21/~1)× (22/~2), where 
(~t~/~x) is arbitrary and (2~/~2) is the six-dimesional representation (20) of a single 2s-ld shell 
nucleon or one of the representations (02), (40), (21) for two coupled 2s-ld shell nucleons or 
the basic eight-dimensional representation (11). The Racah coefficients are those involved in 
the coupling of two 2s-ld shell nucleons to a function of arbitrary (A/~). Calculations of SU3 
fractional parentage coefficients are illustrated by a few examples which have been evaluated 
without recourse to a full chain calculation for representations with large values of 2 and #. 
The SU3 fractional parentage coefficients are used to give expressions for single-particle spec- 
troscopic factors for 2s-ld shell nuclei. 
1. Introduction 
Although shell model calculations using Elliott's projection technique and in- 
trinsic wave functions of SU 3 symmetry 1, 2)ttt have so far been carried out 2-s ,  22) 
without the use of  fractional parentage coefficients, expressions for spectroscopic 
factors may be given in convenient form in terms of such fractional parentage coef- 
ficients, and the energy calculations may be simplified if the needed (n{ln-2) c.f.p. 
for the intrinsic states can be calculated. The states of  interest (the intrinsic states 
from which the angular momentum eigenfunctions are constructed by the projec- 
tion technique) are the harmonic oscillator states which form a basis for irreducible 
representations of  SU 3 in which its subgroup SU2 is explicitly reduced. For the 
normal parity states of 2s-ld shell nuclei, in particular, the n-particle wave functions 
are characterized by the group chain S U  6 ~ SU 3 2D S U 2 ,  where the irreducible 
representations of  SU6, characterized by partitions of n, describe the symmetry of 
the wave functions under permutations of  the n particles, while the irreducible rep- 
resentations of SU3, characterized by partitions of N, the number of oscillator 
quanta (which is 2n in this case), describe the symmetry of the wave function under 
permutation of  these quanta. 
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The task of  constructing a complete table of  c.f.p, for these intrinsic states of s-d 
shell nuclei is out of the question. The total number of states is very large, and no 
convenient set of  operators which commute with the Casimir operators and the 
additive infinitesimal operators of  the subgroups SU3 and SU2 has as yet been 
constructed to give a full specification of the states. However, a complete table of  
c.f.p, is not needed since the states of greatest interest in those cases in which SU 3 
is a good tool are those which transform according to the leading representations 
of  SU3 or the next few representations, (those representations with large values of 
the Casimir operator), for which the quantum numbers of SU3 itself are in most 
cases sufficient to completely specify the states. It is the purpose of  this note to show 
that c.f.p, involving such states can be calculated by developing the machinery for 
the computation of SU3 reduction coefficients. Explicit algebraic expressions are 
given for both the SU3 Wigner coefficients and the SU 3 recoupling (Racah) coeffi- 
cients which are needed in the computation of  the ( n { ] n - 1 )  and ( n { I n - 2 )  c.f.p. 
Calculations of the fractional parentage coefficients, which can be carried out without 
recourse to a full chain calculation, are illustrated by a few examples. Finally, the 
c.f.p, are used to give expressions for single-particle spectroscopic factors for 2s- ld  
shell nuclei. More detailed tables of  c.f.p, and a fuller discussion of  the calculation 
of  matrix elements of the Hamiltonian between intrinsic states will be presented in 
a subsequent paper. In order to express the latter in most convenient form the tables 
of  SU3 Wigner and Racah coefficients must be extended. 
2. Notation. Review of Some Properties of the Infinitesimal Operators of SU3 
The irreducible representations of  SU 3 are characterized by (2/,), where ;t = h 1 - h 2  
and/~ = h 2 -  h3. The three-rowed Young tableaux are characterized by the partition 
[hlh2h3] of  the N oscillator quanta. The infinitesimal operators of  U3 are denoted 
by Aij with i , j  = x, y, or z, and commutators [A~j, Akt] = ~5~kA,-~,Akj .  The 
commuting infinitesimal operators for SU3 are further chosen as 
Qo = 2Azz - -Ax~-Ayy ,  Ao = ½(Axx-Ayy), 
where A 0 together with A+ = Axy and A_ = Ayx form the subgroup SU2 which is 
singled out. The basis states of  an irreducible representation of SU3 are characterized 
by the eigenvalues of Qo, Ao and A 2, the Casimir operator of SU2. These eigenvalues 
are specified by the quantum numbers 5, v and A 
Qo~p(().#)sAv) = s~p((A#)eAv), 
Aogo((2#)eAv) = ½v(~p(J.#)tAv), 
AZq~((2#)eAv) = A ( A +  1)~p((2#)eAv). 
( la)  
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The possible values of e and A can be enumerated through the integers p and q 
e = 2 2 + # - 3 p - 3 q  = e n - 3 p - 3  q, 
A = ½1~+½P--kq = A n + k P - ½ q ,  
( ib)  
w he re p  a n d q  range over the v a l u e s p = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , 2  and q = 0,1,  . . ., p, and 
where the subscript H is used to characterize the state of  highest weight 6), the state 
with highest possible e and for this e highest possible v. 
Irreducible tensor operators 6.7) under SU3 can be denoted by ,7"°u),a~ . They can 
be defined through the commutation relations 
[Qo, T~aa~ )] = eT~aa~ ), [Ao, T~A~ )3 = ½vT~a~ ), 
[A,j, T ~  )] = Z ((2P)e'A'v'lAijl(2#)eAv)T~aU'~ ' , 
A' 
(i ¢ j). 
(2) 
Matrix elements of the infinitesimal operators of  SU 3 have been derived by several 
authors 8). They also follow at once from the work of Elliott and Harvey, who 
have shown explicitly how to construct a state with arbitrary e, A and v from the 
state of highest weight through step-down operations. (See appendix). 
Matrix elements of  the infinitesimal operators A~r and Ayx are the well-known ones 
of SU2, for example, 
( (2#)eA(v + 2)lAx, I (2~)eAv> = [ ( A -  ½v)(A + ½v + 1)]t. (3) 
Matrix elements of  Axz, Aye, A~x and Azy, the e-lowering and raising operators, can 
be expressed in terms of a single algebraic function f 
A~,z[ (2#)eAr> = f [ ( 2 1 - O e A v l l ( 2 g ) ( e  - 3)(A + ½)(v + 1)> 
+f[ (2#)e ,  - (A + 1)v]l (2#)(e- 3)(A - ½)(v + 1)>, 
A.I (2#)eAr) = f [ ( 2 p ) e a ,  - v]l ( 2 # ) ( a -  3)(A + ½)(v-  1)) 
-- f [(2#)e,  -- (A + 1), - v I I (2~) (e- 3)(A - ½) (v - 1)>, (4) 
Azxl (21z)eAv) = f[(2/ t)(e + 3), - (A + ~)(v - 1)]1 (2/0(e + 3)(A + ½)(v - 1)) 
+ f [ (2# ) (e  + 3)(A - ½)(v-  1)]1 (&~)(e + 3)(A--½)(v-  I)),  
Azyl (A~t)eAv> : - f [ (Ap) (e  + 3), - (A + ~), - (v + 1)]l(Ap)(e + 3)(A + ½)(v + 1)) 
+ f [ (2#)(e  + 3)(A - ½), - (v + 1)]l (2~)(e + 3)(A - ½)(v + 1)>, 
where 
f[(2p)eAv] 
= [-(A +½v+ 1)(a + 1 + ½(2-  # "  ½e))(A + 2 +k(2 + 2 # -  ½e))(Z}(22 + # + ½ s ) - A ) I  ~ 
L A " (CA + 1)(2A + 2) 
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It is also convenient to express fin terms of the integers p and q of eq. (lb). In terms 
of these parameters 
fr_(&Wvl = 
(n+tv+l)(P+1)(1-P)(~+2+P) * 1 (2/1+1)(24+2) ’ 
while 
fC(&+, --(A+ 11, vl = 1 . 
According to eq. (2), the infinitesimal operators Q,, A,,, A,, (i # j), themselves 
are SUs tensor operators which transform according to the eight-dimensional ir- 
reducible representation, (1,~) = (11). Since the phases and normalization factors 
are of some importance, the SU3 tensor character of the infinitesimal operators is 
exhibited explicitly in table 1. The overall phase is chosen so that the operators 
TABLE 1 
The SU, tensor character of the infinitesimal operators 
T# - - 
- & (2&--4x-A,,) 
T,‘;;’ = 
- $ A, 
’ Qo -- 1 A+ -- 
243 42 
364, - A,,) -!- A,, 
T(1’) = 
010 
T$l’l = J2 
A0 -Ll_ 
J2 
lA -- T?& = J2 xz TY’_ 33 3= -- J2 6 
SUP tensor operators are denoted by T$t. 
A,, A, are related to the tensor operators with n = 1, iv = * 1,0 according to the 
standard phases for SU2. It should be noted that the relation between the operator 
Q, and T$,i) involves an “unnatural” minus sign. In the elementary particle applica- 
tions of SU3 (see, e.g. refs. ‘,l’)), the operator -+Qo is identified with the hyper- 
charge (Y), while n and its third component $v are the usual isospin quantum 
numbers. + 
t Because of the opposite sign in the definition of Y, Elliott’s state with lowest possible e, EL = 
- (L+2p), and withA = $J = *A would be identified as the “highest weight” state in the elementary 
particle applications. We choose to retain Elliott’s notation, including &v, for the eigenvalue of A0 
and do not introduce some new quantum number such as MA for the “third component” of the 
“spin” A, although this choice introduces unfamiliar factors of 4 in the ordinary Wigner coefficients. 
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3. The SU3 Wigner and Racah Coefficients 
Moshinsky 11) has published a general expression (involving several summations) 
for the SU3 Wigner coefficients for one class of simply reducible products of SU3, 
the products (21/q)x (2z0 )=  ~(2#).  Similar expressions for the general case 
(21/q) × (22#2) have recently been given by Resnikoff 12). Although very elegant, 
these expressions are not very useful for actual calculations such as those involving 
the recoupling and fractional parentage coefficients for s-d shell nuclei. It is the aim 
of the present work to give explicit algebraic expressions somewhat in the format of 
the familiar tables from Condon and Shortley 13, 14) for the relatively simple Wigner 
coefficients needed for s-d shell calculations. For this purpose it is useful to employ 
the standard technique of generating the Wigner coefficients through recursion 
formulae derived from the matrix elements of the infinitesimal operators of the group. 
In s-d shell calculations the Kronecker products which arise are those in which a 
single s-d shell nucleon, for which (2#) = (20), is coupled to an n-particle function 
of  arbitrary (2/z)-symmetry, or those in which two s--d shell nucleons, each with 
(2#) = (20), are coupled to an (n-2)-particle function with arbitrary (2#). The SU3 
quantum numbers of the two-particle functions follow from the Kronecker product 
(20)× (20)=  (40)+(02)+(21). The Wigner coefficients which are of particular 
interest in the recoupling problem involving s-d shell nucleons are therefore the 
products ( 2 t / q ) x  (22122)= 2(2~)  with (22 /A2)  equal to (20), (40), (02) or (21). 
The possible (21t) values in these products can be read off from table 2. All but the 
last of these products are simply reducible. In the product (2p)× (21) only the three 
irreducible representations, (2+ 1, p), (2, p -  1) and ( 2 -  1,/~+ 1), occur more than 
once. Because of the central role played by the eight-dimensional representation, 
(11), explicit expressions for the Wigner coefficients of the Kronecker product 
(2#) x (11) will also be of interest ,. 
State vectors for the coupled system q~[(2t/~l)(2zp2); (2/~)p, eAr] are given in 
terms of the state vectors of the representations (21#1) and (22P2) by a unitary 
transformation whose coefficients are the SU 3 Wigner coefficients 
q) [(21/q)(22 #2); (2#)p, eAr] 
= Z ~°((2t/q)et A1 vt)q~((22 P2)/~2 A2 v2)((21 ]21)~1 At vt ; (22 P2)/32 A2 vz[ 
~IAI¥1 
~a2~ (2.u)aAv> v, (5) 
subject to the restrictions e = et+~2,  v = Vl+V2 and A = At+A2 . . . . .  [A1-A2]. 
The notation for the Wigner coefficients is an obvious extension of that for the 
rotation group. Since the number of independent coupled functions of given (2#) 
may be greater than one, an additional quantum number or label (denoted by p) 
is needed in those cases (such as (~2/~2) = (21), (2/. 0 = ( 2 1 + 1  ,/.L1) , for example) 
in which a given (2/~) occurs more than once in the Kronecker product (2t/~) x (22/~2). 
* Numerical values for the Wigner coefficients involving the simple irreducible representations 
of interest in elementary particle physics have recently been given by Edmonds xT) and by deSwart 10). 
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Matrix elements of the components of SU a tensor operators can be factored through 
the generalized Wigner-Eckart theorem 7) into an SU 3 Wigner coefficient and a 
reduced matrix element. However, in those cases in which a given (2#) occurs more 
than once in the Kronecker product (21 #1)x (22 #2), matrix elements of SUa tensor 
operators will involve more than one reduced matrix element (one for each independ- 
ent mode of coupling) 
k I~1 e2Azv2 Vt'l/~l/Ol h i  Vl~) 
= ~ ((211q)el Air1; (22#2)e2A2v2i(21t)eav>a<(2#)llT(a2J'2)ll(Axlt1)>p (6) p 
The quantum number p which labels the independent modes of coupling could be 
defined by a special choice of tensor operators ~9) with non-zero reduced matrix 
elements for only one state p. In the product ( / l # t ) ×  (11), for example, the two 
independent coupled states with (;t#) = ().~ #~) are most naturally chosen such that 
the reduced matrix elements of the infinitesimal operators A u are non-zero only for 
one of the states, the state p = 1. (In particular (see eqs. (4) and tables 1 and 4), 
((2#)[[AuI[(2#))l = [½(22+#2"k'J,#+32-[-3#)]~ while (().#)IIAjjII(A#))~ = 0). 
A more general technique for distinguishing the independent coupled functions 
of the same irreducible representation has been given by Moshinsky is). This in- 
volves the explicit construction of an operator ~s) (X), which together with the 
Casimir invariants t for the separate systems 1 and 2, the Casimir invariants of the 
coupled system, and the operators Qo, Ao and A z, again for the coupled system, 
gives a complete specification of the coupled functions q~ ([2 t #1)(22 #2)  ; (2#)/9,  eAv]. 
That is, the latter are simultaneously eigenfunctions of the operators C2(1), C3(1), 
C2(2), C3(2), C2(1, 2), C3(1, 2), Qo, Ao and A z, as well as X, where the quantum 
number p can be related to the eigenvalue of X. Except for terms which are functions 
only of operators of type C z and C3, Moshinsky's operator X can be expressed in 
terms of the infinitesimal operators as 
X = ~ (Aa~,(1)Auo,(1)+A~,~,(1)A~,(1))A,#(2), (7) 
~,#,p 
that is, it is an SU3 invariant of third degree which is unsymmetrical in the coordi- 
nates of systems 1 and 2 which make up the coupled state. 
Recursion formulae for the Wigner coefficients follow from the matrix elements 
of the infinitesimal operators. By operating with the operator Ax~ = A~,(I)+Ax,(2 ) 
on a wave function of the coupled system, eq. (5), a recursion relation is obtained for 
the Wigner coefficients in the usual way. Since the operator A,,,, the e-lowering, 
v-raising operator, couples the states A to both the states (A+½) and (A-½), the 
recursion formula for the Wigner coefficients has just double the complexity of the 
t Both the Casimir invariants o f  second and third  degree, that  is, C2 = ~"~#A,~,oA,oa and 
C3 ~ Y.~pp A~p (Ap~ Apo~+At~ ~ A~t~ ) are needed to specify the quan tum numbers  2 and #,  s e e  
Biedenharn is). 
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analogous recursion formula for the rotation group: 
f[(2#)eAv ](e 1A t v 1 ; e 2 A 2 v21 (2#)(~-  3)(A + ½)(v + 1)) 
+ f  [(2#), e, - (A -t- 1), v](e 1 A 1 v 1 ; e 2 A2 v21 (~t~)(~- 3 ) ( a -  ½)(v + 1 )) 
= f[(At  pt)(e t +3)(A 1-½)(v t - 1)] ((e I + 3)(A t -½)(v 1 - 1); 8252v21(,~#)sav) 
+ f [ ( 2 t  #t)(et  + 3) - (At + 'J}) (v 1 - 1 )] 
× ((51 + 3)(A 1 +½)(v 1 -  1); e2Azv2l(A#)eAv ) 
+ f [ ( 22  #2)(e2 + 3)(A2 - ½)(v2 - 1)] (e 1A t vl ; (e2 + 3)(A2 - ½)(v2 - 1 )1 (2p)eAv) 
+ f [ ( 22  p2)(e 2 + 3 ) -  (A2 + z~) (v2 - 1)] 
x (e I A1 vt ; (e2 + 3)(A2 + ½)(v2 - 1)l(2#)eAv). (8a) 
A similar recursion formula is obtained by application of Azx 
f [ (2p)(e  + 3) ( A -  ½)(v-  1)](51 At vl ; 52 A2 v21(2#)(5 + 3)(A - ½)(v-  1)) 
+ f [(2p)(e + 3 ) -  (A + z})(v- 1)](e 1 A 1 v t ; 52 A2 v21 (2#)(5 + 3)(A + ½)(v-  1)) 
= f[(21 pl)s1Alvl ]((at - 3)(A1 + ½)(vl + 1); 52 A 2 v2l (2#)sAv) 
+ f [ ~  ~1)~, - (A + 1)vl ]((~t - 3)(AI - ½)(vl + 1); e2 A2 v21 (;.~)~Av) 
+f [ (22  Pz)e2 A2 vz ](el A 1 vt ; (e2 - 3)(A2 + ½)(v2 + l)1 (2p)eAv) 
d-f[(22 ]-£2)52 - -  (A2 q- 1)V2](el A1 vt ; (Sz -- 3)(A2 -½)(v2 "[- 1)1 (2#)eAv). (8b) 
A more complicated recursion formula follows from application of  the Casimir 
invariant C2 of the coupled system. 
In the actual calculations the recursion formulae may become very simple. The 
first step in the calculation may involve the coefficients with highest e (=  en = 22 + p). 
These are also the ones of greatest physical interest in the present application, since 
the full set of  angular momentum eigenfunctions for a given irreducible representation 
of SU3 can be constructed by projection from the intrinsic function of  highest 
weight 2). With e = e n the first two Wigner coefficients in eq. (8b) vanish. Since the 
v-dependence of  the coefficients is known from the properties of SU2, further Wigner 
coefficients in eq. (8) can be eliminated by proper choice of v, such as v t = 2A t . 
The v-dependence may be factored out by expressing the full SU3 Wigner coeffi- 
cient as a product of  an ordinary SU2 Wigner coefficient which carries the v-depend- 
ence and a v-independent factor denoted by a double bar, the "isoscalar factor" 
introduced by Edmonds 17) 
((21ktt)etAt vl ; (22#2)szAzv21(A#)sAv)p 
= (At  ½vt Z 2 ½v 2 Ih½v>< (At #x)st A1 ; (22 #2)52 Z211 (A#)eA)o. (9) 
Since both the full SU 3 coefficients and the SU2 coefficients form unitary matrices, 
the double-barred SU3 coefficients also form unitary matrices. In some cases it may 
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be simpler to deal with the full SU3 coefficients, in others with the double-barred 
ones. 
The factoring of eq. (9) makes it possible to carry out the v-summations in ex- 
pressions for the SU3 recoupling or Racah coefficients 7). The SU a Racah coefficient 
can thus be expressed in terms of summations involving ordinary Racah coefficients 
and the double-barred coefficients of eq. (9). (The recoupling coefficients which will 
actually be used are the generalizations of the unitary U-coefficients rather than the 
Racah coefficients) 
U( (,'~ 1//-1 )(,~2 f12)(2/2)(/~3 ~3 ), (212//,12)Pl 2 P 12, 3 (223//23)P23 Pl, 23) 
= ~ {U(AIA2AA3; A12A23)(~1A1,82 A211(;1.12/./12)812 A12>.ot2 
ete2(r:3) 
21A223212A23 
x (~2 Ax2; ~3 A3]](k#)ea)p~. 3<~2 A2; ~3 A311(223 #23)~23 A23)p23 
x ( ~  A~ ; ~23 A231[(k#)sA)p,. ~}, (10) 
where 
q~{[ [(2~ #~)(22 #2)1(212 #12)P12, (23 #s)] (2#)P12, 3 ~Av} 
= E U((21/q)(22/~2)(2#)(23 P3); (2121-q2)PizPx2,3(2231t23)P23Pl,23) 
(,~23/.L23)P 1, 23 
X (p{[(.~1#1)[(22 ~2)(/'~3 ~3)](223 #23)P23](,~,,/A)pl, 23~Av}. (11) 
In the s-d shell recoupling problem most of the quantum numbers p are redundant 
labels and therefore not needed. The problem involves the coupling of two particles 
of (20) symmetry to an (n-2)-particle system of arbitrary (k#) symmetry. If (21#1) 
and (23#3) can be identified with (20), for example, all of the Kronecker products 
implied by the recoupling coefficient of eq. (11) are simply reducible and no labels 
p are needed. If, on the other hand, (22P2) and (23/~3) are identified with (20), the 
product (21 #t) x (223 #23) may require the quantum number Pl, 23 if (223 #23) = (21). 
Whenever the label p is not needed it will be omitted from the expressions for the 
U- and Wigner-coefficients. Relations involving the SU3 recoupling coefficients and 
sums over products of two or three Wigner coefficients are again straightforward 
generalizations of those for the rotation group. In particular, the relation 
E <(2~ #1)at A~ ; (223 #23)523 A2311(k#)aA>p,, 23 U((kt/q)(k2/~2)(2#)(23/~3); 
O1, 23 
(212 ~tl 2)P12/912, 3(~23 fl23)/923 Pl, 23) 
= E (~2A2; 83A3[[(2231t23)~23A23)p23 (~1A1, ~2 A211(212/q2)~x2 A~t2)m2 
£2(83)(812) 
A2A3212 
X </~12 At2 ; 53 A3[](21-t)sA)p12,,3U(A1 A2 AA3 ; A12 A23) (12) 
may be useful in generating further recursion formulae for the double-barred Wigner 
coefficients, although such formulae may be complicated by the summation over 
P1,23 in cases such as (223P23) = (21). 
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3.1. W I G N E R  COEFFICIENTS FOR THE PRODUCTS (~,l/zl) x (~,20). 
Wigner coefficients with a = eft = 22+/2 (and A H = ½#) may be the most useful 
ones in shell model calculations with functions of  SU3 symmetry since the full set 
of  angular momentum eigenfunctions for given (2#) can be constructed by projection 
f rom the intrinsic function of highest weight 2). These Wigner coefficients also form 
a natural starting point for the calculation. Repeated application of the recursion 
formula (8b) yields the following relation for the double-barred SU 3 coefficient: 
((21 bq)(SlH-- 3:t -- 3fl)(A~n + ½~ -- ½fl); (220)E 2 = e2H--  30- + 3c(+ aft, 
& = ½0"- ½~- ½fill(2#)*. A.> 
[(21-°O!(lq-fl)!(l'q +1+c~-fl)(2i + lq +1-fl)!(2a-0" +~+ fl)" ] 
/ (2' = (-  
L ( 2 + g - 2 ~  -22+0") !  -I 
× V 
Li , 
× <(21/t l)81H A1H, (22 0)82H --  30-, A 2 = ½0-[ 1(2#)8 H AH>, (13)  
where am = 2 2 1 + / ~ ,  AiH = ½/~1 ; ~2(~ = fl = 0) = ~H--alH = (22 + #) -- (221+ ~tl ) 
= 82H--30- = 222-3o ' .  The last equation defines the fixed integer a. (Note that 
~2 = /~2H--30" implies A 2 = 10"; A2 is uniquely specified by a2 in the representation 
(220).) The integers ~ and fl can range over the values 0 < a < 3±(2~ + 2 2 - 2 + # - # 1 )  
and 0 < fl < ½(2~ + 22 - 2 + 291 - 2#). The magnitude of < (22 #l)ali~ A m  ; (220)a2H- 30-, 
½0-ll(2/0enAn> can be obtained from the unitary property of  the double-barred 
Wigner coefficients 
Y~ I<(2~ #1 )(~,. - 3~ - 3fl)(Axn + ½~ - ½fl); (220)82 A 2 II (2#)~. AH>I 2 = 1. 
a, fl 
No techniques have been discovered for performing the needed sums over ~ and fl 
in general closed form. For  the actual cases needed the sums can easily be carried 
out explicitly. Expressions for the Wigner coefficients with both ~ = an and et = e,n 
are given in table 2. Algebraic expressions for those with et < eln follow from eq. (13). 
Because of  the central role played in s-d shell calculations by the (20) representation 
the complete table of  SU3 double-barred Wigner coefficients for the product (2#) x 
(20) is given as table 3. The phase of  the coefficient < (21 lq)emAxn vln; (2  2 ~2)/~2 A2 v21 
(2#)arlAHVr~> must be chosen. By straightforward generalization of the Condon and 
Shortley phase convention 13,1,), the coefficients with both e = an, v = VH; a I = eln 
and v 1 = VlH are chosen positive (and real). In the case (2z~t2) = (220) there is 
only one coefficient of  this type and this convention uniquely specifies the phases of  
the Wigner coefficients. In the general case with both 22 # 0 and/~2 # 0, there will be 
more than one coefficient with both e = eH and el = elri in all those cases in which there 
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is more  than one independent  coupled funct ion o f  (2#) symmetry  in the produc t  
(21/~1) × (22/~2). In  this case there is more  than one possible value o f  A 2 in the state 
with s 2 = ell--elf  I. The phases o f  the Wigner  coefficients can then be uniquely 
specified by the addit ional phase convent ion that  the Wigner coefficient with the largest 
value o f  A 2 and v2, (and s = SH, e 1 = SlH , • = VH, V 1 = •IH) is positive t. 
F r o m  eqs. (13) and (9) it can be seen that  the coefficient ( (21#1)s l  A1 vl ; (22 0)e2n 
= 222, A2H = V2H = O[(2#)eaAi~VH) differs in sign f rom the coefficient 
((21/q)e1HAtHV1H; (220)s2A2v2[(2#)sHAHVH) by  the factor  ( - 1 )  ~ ( - ( - 1 )  a~) 
with 3c~ = 21 + 2 2 -  2 q - / ~ - p l  which leads to the symmetry  proper ty  tt 
( (21 Pl)el  A 1 vl ; (22 0)S2 A2 v2l(2~)eAv) 
= ( -1 )~ l+~2-a+"-" l ( (220)e2  A2v2; (211,q)etAtvtl(2#)eAv). (14a) 
Using the analogous symmetry  proper ty  o f  the ordinary Wigner coefficient, the 
symmetry  proper ty  for tile double-barred SU3 coefficient becomes 
(( '~,t~l)el A1 ; ('~,20)s2A2li(21t)eA) 
= (--1)a1+~2-~+~-"t+at+a2-a((220)s2A2;(All, q)stAt[l(A#)eA>. (14b) 
3.2. WIGNER COEFFICIENTS FOR THE PRODUCTS (21/, 0 × (0#ta). 
Wigner  coefficients o f  this type can be obtained f rom those for the produc t  
(2 t # t ) x  (22 0) th rough  a further  symmetry  proper ty  o f  the Wigner coefficients (see 
ref. 10) and appendix) 
( (21 ill)el At  ; (22 f12)S2 A2[I (23 f13)s3 A3) 
= ( _  1)¢(,1-,~-a,+a3-~,~)+a3-a~ V( dim (23/23))(2A1 + 1)~ t 
L(dim (21 #1))(2A3 + 1)] 
x ((23 #3)e3 A3 ; (/~2 22) - e2 A2 [1(21 #t)s~ A t ) ,  (15) 
where dim().#) = { ( 2 +  1 ) ~ +  1 ) (2+ /~+2) .  
3.3. WIGNER COEFFICIENTS FOR THE PRODUCTS (2d, t)× (221). 
The coeffic:.ents o f  greatest interest in the present work,  that  is those with 
e = e H  = 2 2 + #  and AH = ½# but  arbi t rary s t and A t can again be expressed in 
t Unfortunately this phase convention differs from that employed by other authors x0-x2,17). 
Because of the "unnatural" minus sign in the relation between the operator Qo and the SUs tensor 
T000 it might have been preferable to fix the phases in terms of the coefficients involving operator ~1~ 
the lowest rather than the highest values of e. This change would not affect the sign of coefficients 
with (2z/,~) = (20) and would not bring our phases into agerement with those of others. Since there 
is as yet no unanimity as to the choice of phases, and since the state with e = e:-i plays the preferred 
role in Elliott's approach, the above phase convention has been retained in this work. The choice 
made by deSwart, for example, involves the "highest" weight state for (2/0 (e = --(2+2/z) in 
Elliott's notation), but the state with largest A~ to fix the phases x0). 
*t Symmetry properties of the Wigner coefficients have been discussed by deSwart ~0) and Resni- 
koffXz). The phase factor in eq. (14a) is an explicit evaluation of deSwart's phase factor of type ~x; 
however, subject to the above rather than deSwart's phase convention. 
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t e rms  o f  those with bo th  e = sn and  st = e ta  by  repeated appl icat ion of  the recursion 
formulae .  There  are now two coefficients o f  this type corresponding to the two pos- 
sibilities A2 = ½o'___½ for  82 = S2H--3tr' = 222+1--3O- ' ,  bu t  explicit algebraic 
expressions (involving no summat ions)  can again be given to relate bo th  types o f  
coefficients to those with s 1 = s m ,  and e = SH : 
<(21 #1)(etH - -  3 e -  3fl)(A tH + ½e-- ½fl); (22 1)(S2H - -  30" + 3e + 3fl)A 2 
= ½ c r - ½ - ½ ~ -  ½/~II(2#)SH a~> 
[ (2~ -~)!(#1 -~)!(ut + | +~-~)( ,h  +#1 + l -p ) ! ( ,h  + 1 -o-+~+~)!  ]~ × (21 + 2 ~ - 2 - ~ ) ! ( 2 + # - 2 1 - 2 ~ + o - + ~ ) ! 1  = • / 
X ( 2 + # - - 2 1  - - 2  2 + o-)!J 
x V (21 +22 + # t - 2 +  1 - a ) ! ( 2 1  + 2 2 - 2 + / A - # - ~ ) ! ( o - +  1) ] ~ 
x ((21/A)e~rt A t . ;  ( 221 ) ( s2a -  3a)A2 = ½o-- ½ll(2~)s. All), (16a) 
((21 #l)(esn - 3a - 3fl)(Am + ½a - ½fl); (221)@2n - 3o" + 3ct + 3fl)A 2 
= ½o" + ½ -  ½~-  ½Pl 1(2#)s. An)  
[(2 t -c t ) l (p t - f l ) ! (p t  + l +iz-fl)(21+ l.q + l - f l ) ! (22-o" +ot + fl)! -]~ 
/ ×(~ + # - 2 1 - 2 2 - 1  + a + c¢) !(a + 1 - ~ - f l )  / 
= ( _ 1 )  / 
L x ( 2 1 + 2 2 - - 2 + # 1  - - # +  1 -- o - _ f l ) [ ( 2 1 + 2 2 _ 2 + # 1 + 2 _ o - _ f l ) ! J  
× { I ( 2 a + 2 2 - 2 + l - o - ) l ( 2 1 + 2 2 - 2 + # 1 + 2 - a ) ! ( 2 1 + 2 2 - 2 + # 1 - # + l - a ) ! ]  ~ 
(22 -o") ! (2+#-21-22  - 1 + a) !(o- + 1) 
× ((21Ul)etH AtH; (22 1)(e2n-- 30")(½0" +-/2-)1[(2#)eH AH) 
+ [(21 +22 --2--")!(,h + 'h - -2+#1  + 1 -- O-)!(21 + 'h  - - 2 + # 1 -  #--")!(22 + 2 ) y  
(o- + 1 - ~)(o- + ~ - ~ - .B) I - (o  + 0 (2~  + 1 - o-)!(2 + # -  2~ - ~ + , , ) ! ]~  
x F,a ((,;L t p t)elH A in ; (22 1)(e2n-- 3a)(½o--- ½)l[(2#)eH AH)} ,  (16b) 
where,  in (16b), 
F~# = ~( t r+ 1 - ~ - f l ) ( 2 1  + 2 2 -  2 + p l  + 2 -  o-)(2t + 2 2 -  2 + p i  - # +  1 - a )  
+ f l ( a +  1)(21 + 22 - 2 + 1 - a -  ct)(2 t + 22 - 2 -  p -  o - -  ct). 
Coefficients with bo th  E t = eln and  e = e a can be evaluated through the uni tary  
p rope r ty  o f  the Wigner  coefficients. They  are shown in table 2 for  the case (22#2) 
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= (21). Note that there is only one coefficient of  this type in all those cases in which 
the representation (2'#') occurs only once in the Kronecker product. In these cases 
the unitary property is sufficient to determine the one coefficient. In those cases in 
which the quantum number p is needed, that is for (.2'#') = (2+  1, #), ( 2 -  I, # +  1) 
and (2, # - 1 ) ,  two independent linear combinations of (e lnAln ;  /~2H--3a ,  A 2 
= ½a-½ll(2#)~nAn) and (elHAln; ~211--3a, A2 = ½a+½1[(2#)enAn) can be found 
such that the coupled functions are eigenfunctions of  Moshinsky's operator X (see 
eq. (7)). In practice, the resultant algebraic expressions for these coefficients have been 
found to be rather complicated and an alternate approach has been used. For  one o f  
the coupled states, the Wigner coefficients with both e 1 = ~xn and e = en have been 
chosen arbitrarily. The choice (~lnAlla ; e2H-- 3a, A 2 = ½a-½1l(2#)enAn) 1 = 0 has 
proved convenient. By making the coefficients with p = 2 orthogonal to those with 
p = 1, all of  the unitary (orthogonal) properties of the transformation coefficients 
have been preserved so that this technique for making the distinction between the 
two independent coupled functions does not suffer the worst faults of an arbitrary 
labelling. 
Because of the central role played by the eight-dimensional irreducible represen- 
tation (22#2) = (11), the complete table of SU3 Wigner coefficients for the product 
(2#) x (11) is given as table 4. Coefficients in adjacent columns of the table are related 
through the symmetry relation (15). 
3.4. THE U-COEFFICIENTS. 
With the Wigner coefficients given in tables 2 and 3, and through eqs. (13) and 
(16), the U-coefficients needed for s-d shell calculations can now be computed. These 
are the coefficients 
U((2#)(20)(2'#')(20); (212 #12)(223 m3)Pl,  23), 
which are needed in the recoupling transformation 
~o([[1, 2 . . . .  , ( n -2 ) (2# ) ,  (n-1)(20)](212#12), n(20)](2'#')e'A'v') 
= • U((2#)(20)(2'#')(20); (212/q2)(223 #23)Pl, 23) 
(223#23).01, 23 
x q~([1, 2 . . . .  (n -2) (2#) ,  [ ( n -  1)(20), n(20)](223#23)](,q.'#')pl,23e'A'v'). (17) 
The summation over the states in the coupled scheme, involving (223 #23), includes 
a sum over the two independent functions p~,23 = 1 and 2, which can be constructed 
with the representation (21) for three of  the final states (2'#'). The full U-matrix 
divides into three unit matrices, six (2 x 2), thxee (3 x 3) and tb.ree (4 x 4) real, unitary 
(orthogonal) matrices. These are tabulated as table 5. The U-coefficients of the form 
U((20)(2#)(2'#')(20); (212 #12)(223 #23)) 
may also be needed. They can be obtained through a composition of recoupling 
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transformations which gives 
U((20)(2.)(2'#')(20); (21 z . ,  2)(213 .13)) = ( - 1) ~ +'v- a,~- a,.-,,-,,' + u,= +,,,3 
x y '  (--1)u~ U((2.)(20)(2'#')(20); (212/212)(223/./23)/91,23) 
(A23f123)Pl ,  23 
x U((2p)(20)(2'#')(20); (213 "13)(223 "23)Pl, 23), (18) 
a straightforward generalization of the analogous formula for ordinary Racah coef- 
ficients in which repeated use has been made of the symmetry relation (14a). The 
behaviour of the coupled functions ofeq. (17)under permutation of the ( n -  1)th and 
nth particles is given by these U-coefficients 
P(,,_ 1),,q)([[-1, 2 . . . .  ( n -  2)(2#), ( n -  1)(20)](2, 2.a2), n(20)](2'.')e'A'v') 
= (--1) x+~''-z12-u-u'+u12 Z (--1)"13-'qaU((ZO)(2]"t)(2'/2')(20);(212"12)(213"13)) 
(213/ /13)  
x ~p([[1, 2 . . . .  (n - 2)(2.), (n - 1)(20)](213., 3), n(20)](2'ff)e'A'v'). 
4. The SU3 Fractional Parentage Coefficients 
The (n{ln-  1) fractional parentage coefficients are factored into orbital and charge- 
spin c.f.p., using the technique of Jahn and van Wieringen x s). For the states of high 
orbital symmetry which are the most interesting for the s-d shell calculations the Jahn 
and van Wieringen tables of charge-spin c.f.p, will suffice for nuclei with n _-< 10. 
The orbital c.f.p, of interest here are not those involving the angular momentum 
eigenfunctions but the intrinsic oscillator functions of SU3 symmetry in the SU 3 ~ SU2 
chain. These are also characterized by the partitions [f]  which specify the irreducible 
representations of SU 6 and the symmetry properties of the wave functions under 
permutation of the n particles. The latter can further be made explicit by the Ya- 
manouchi symbols is), but these are omitted here for short-hand purposes so that the 
parentage expansion for the intrinsic orbital states can be written 
~o(n[f](2.)eAv) = 2 (n[f](A#){l(n-1)(A'#')) 
(;eu') 
x ~0([1 . . . . .  (n -1) [ f ' ] (2 '# ' ) ,  n(20)](21.OeAv), (19) 
where the coupling of the (n-1)-particle function of (2'#') symmetry to the nth 
particle of (20) symmetry to give an n-particle function of (2.)  symmetry is effected 
through the SU a Wigner coefficients of table 3: 
~0([1 . . . . .  ( n -  1)[f '](2'#'),  n(20)](2#)eAv) 
= Z ((2 ' . ' )gA'v ' ;  (20)Sz A2 v2](21t)eAv>tp(1 . . . .  , ( n -  1)[f'](2'It')~'A'v') 
~'A'v" 
× tP(n(20)e2 A2 v2). (20) 
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Additional labels may be needed to fully specify the states if a function of definite 
I f ]  contains a representation (2#) more than once. With the U-functions of table 5, 
the full set of ( n { I n - 1 )  c.f.p, could, in principle, be computed through a chain 
calculation starting with n = 2, similar to that used by Jahn and van W2eringen. 
Such a calculation, however, would involve not only a large number of physically 
uninteresting states but also a large number of  states for which the quantum numbers 
of SU3 do not give a full labelling of  the wave functions. Although partial chains of  
this type may be an aid in the calculation they are not needed. For the states of greatest 
physical interest, states of  high SU3 symmetry (that is large values of  2 and/~, there- 
for large values of the Casimir operator), the (n{In-  1) c.f.p, for particular values of  
n can be computed without recourse to a chain calculation. The method involves a 
direct comparison of explicit expressions for both the n-particle and the (n-1)- 
particle functions, the coupling of the latter to the nth particle being effected through 
the SU3 Wigner coefficients. The technique is illustrated through a simple example, 
the calculation of the (9{18) c.f.p, of  the type ([441](66){11431](2'#')) for which 
there are two possible representations (2 '#) ,  namely (46) and (65), see ref. 1). The 
parentage expansion eq. (19) is then specifically 
q~([441 ](66); eaAn vn) --- ([441 ](66){I [431 ](46))q~((46); e~ A~ v~i)q~((20); 400) 
+([441](66){[[431](65))[½x/3q~((65); e~A~jv~)q~((20); 1½1) (21) 
- ½q~((65); (e~ - 3) (A~ + ½)(v~ + 1 ))q~((20); 400)1, 
in which the 9th particle of  (20) symmetry is coupled to the 8-particle functions of 
(46) and (65) symmetry through the SU3 Wigner coefficients whose numerical 
values have been obtained from table 3. A (66)-function of  highest weight can be 
chosen since the c.f.p, are independent of  e, A and v. The parent state is thus the 
intrinsic state used by Elliott and Harvey. Explicit expressions for the various func- 
tions of  eq. (21) can be given in the following highly abbreviated notation: 
q~([441 ](66); 8HAHVH) = q~{440100}, 
cp([431 ](65); ~ A~ v~) = q~{430100}, (22) 
1 q~{340100}, q>([431](65); ( ~  - 3)(A~ + ½)(v~ + 1)) = - ~/]q~{420200} - ~-~ 
1 q~{a20200}-~/~q3{340100}. q~([431](46); 8h A~IV~) = ~-~ 
The numbers in the curly brackets are the occupation numbers of the six single- 
particle states of (20) symmetry which are listed in the following specific order. 
If  the six single-particle states are described by the harmonic oscillator quantum 
numbers nz, n~ and n v, then the order of the single-particle states which has been 
chosen is q~(nz, n,, nv) = cp(200), cp(ll0), rp(101), q~(020), cp(011), cp(002). In terms 
of the quantum numbers e A and v, these same functions are cp(400), q~(l{1), rp ( l{ -  I), 
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~0(-2 1 2), ~0(-2 1 0) and q~(-2 1 - 2 ) ,  in the above order. The occupation numbers 
in the 9-particle function of  (66) SU3 symmetry are {440100}. By uncoupling the 
9th particle from such a wave function it is possible only to obtain wave functions 
with occupation numbers {440000}, {430100} and {340100} but not {420200}. I f  
the explicit expressions for the various wave functions are substituted into eq. (21) 
the coefficient of  q~{420200} must therefore vanish, giving a relation between the two 
c.f.p.: 
( [441 ] (66) {1431 ] (46))½\/3 + ( [441 ] (66){I [431 ] (65))~,,/6 = 0. 
This together with the normalization determines the coefficients 
([441](66){I [431](46)) = -½~/3, ([441](66){I [431](65)) = ~/~. 
States with occupation number {420200} can of course also occur in the 8-particle 
states with [ f ' ]  = [44], the other possible daughter of [ f ]  = [441]. Since [f ' ]  = [44] 
implies T = 0, S = 0, while T = I, S --- 1 are possible isospin-spin values of [431], 
there can be no cancellation of the {420200} states of [431] with those of [44]. In 
particular, the total wave function q~{420200} with T = 1, S = I, Mr  = 1, M s = 1 
can be written in terms of  Slater determinants as 
5~/2-1 (200n+)(200n-)(200p+)(200p-)( 110n+)( 1 lOn-)(O2On+)(O2Op+)l 
-½xF2t (2OOn + )(2OOn- )(2OOp + )(2OOp- )( l l On + )( l l Op + )(OZOn + )(OZOn- )[, 
in which the first single-particle quantum numbers are, for example, (n z = 2, nx = O, 
ny = 0, neutron, spin up). This cannot be a daughter of the parent state with 
T =  S = k, M r =  M s =  5 : 
q~([441]T = S = 5, M r  = Ms =5,  (66)eHAnvn) 
= l(200n+)(2OOn-)(2OOp+)(2OOp-)(110n+)(110n-)(110p+)(110p-)(020n+)l.  
By uncoupling the 9th particle in the p -  or m t = rn s = - 5  state from this wave 
function, we get the only possible T = 1, S = 1, M r = 1, M s = I total wave func- 
tions, which are of  type {340100} and {430100} each with a coefficient 1~/9. (The 
remaining 8 × 8 Slater determinants have a normalization constant 1/~/8! rather than 
the 1/~/9! of  the parent wave function). By writing the analogue of  eq. (21) for the 
total wave function and again substituting the explicit expressions of  eq. (22) into 
this equation, we could now use the coefficients ofq~(340100} and ~o{430100} directly 
to evaluate the c.f.p. The coefficient of q~(430100}, for example, becomes 
([441](66)T = S = 5{[ [431](65)T = S = 1)5x/3(11; ½-5]5 5)(11; ½-115 5} 
1 and this must be equal to v~/9. (The ordinary Wigner coefficients describe the coupling 
of  the isospin and spin functions of the 9th particle to the T = 1 and S = 1 8-paricle 
functions to form resultant T = 5 and S = 5 wave functions). The full c.f.p, can 
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be written in terms of orbital and spin-charge coefficients (Jahn and van Wieringen) 
<[I]().~)TS(I[I '](;t '#)T'S')  = ns, <[I](~){I[ f ']( ,~ '#))([T']TS(I[] ']T'S '>.  (23) 
The spin-charge c.f.p, can be taken from the tables of Jahn and van Wieringen. The 
ratio n~.,/n s of the dimensions of the irreducible representations [f'] and [f]  of the 
symmetric group are also tabulated by Jahn and van Wieringen. The above relation 
can therefore be used to evaluate the orbital c.f.p. 
Although these methods may be very inelegant, they are relatively simple for states 
of large 2 and #. Explicit expressions are needed only for wave functions which are 
at most two steps removed from the function of highest weight (/9 + q + r __< 2 in the 
notation of eq. (A.1) of the appendix). These are easy to calculate by the methods 
of Elliott and Harvey. A few examples of SU3 c.f.p, are illustrated in table 6. It is 
seen that the quantum numbers of SU3 are not sufficient to completely specify all 
of the states, so that some additional arbitrary labels are needed. (Thus the two 
types of (73) and (53) functions of [431] and [43] symmetry, respectively, are chosen 
arbitrarily but orthogonal to each other.) It should be noted that these c.f.p, have 
orthogonality properties identical with those of the c.f.p, for orbital angular momen- 
tum functions is). The (n{In-2)  c.f.p, can be calculated by standard techniques 
using the U-coefficients of table 5. 
5. Single-Particle Spectroscopic Factors for 2s-ld Shell Nuclei 
Expressions for single-particle spectroscopic factors may be given in convenient 
form in terms of the (n{ln-  1) c.f.p, for the intrinsic states. The total n-particle wave 
function is assumed to be a known linear combination of projected angular momentum 
eigenfunctions of the Elliott form 
¢, = No f dO D~oK~o(a)q,~(nToSo[fo](2ogo)HMror, O ). (24) 
The subscript zero is used to denote the n-particle parent state, and Jo is the total 
angular momentum, Ks° and Zo are the z-components of the total and spin angular 
momenta in the rotated system (denoted by the subscript f2), while Mso gives the 
projection of Yo along the space-fixed z direction. The subscript H on (2o#o) indicates 
the intrinsic SU3 state of highest weight. (The symbol rp is used for intrinsic functions, 
~k for angular momentum eigenfunctions.) The normalization constant No involves 
a sum over the possible orbital angular momentum quantum numbers Lo 
No - 2Jo + 1 1 (25) 
8n ~ [ Y', I(a(Lo Ko)(Lo Ko, So~olJo Kso)[2] ~' 
L° 
in which K o = Kso-~o and the a(L o Ko) are the expansion coefficients which give the 
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intrinsic function in terms of orbital angular momentum eigenfunctions 
q~0"o/to)- = Z a(Lo Ko)0((2o/to)Ko, Lo Ko)" (26) 
KoLo 
Using the parentage expansion for the n-particle intrinsic state, q~, 
0 = ~ (n[fo](2ol.to)ToSo{l(n-1)[fl(;q.OTS) 
TS[f]() , t t )  
x ~. (TMT,  ½(MTo--MT)IToMTo)(SS', ½(27o-1;')]So27o> 
M'r$" 
x E <(21a)eAv; (20)e/A2 VZI(20,U0)%H AOH VOH> 
£Av 
x U 0 f dO D~°or%(f2)q)a((n - 1)TSEf](21OeAv, M T Z')tpa((20)e 2 A 2 v2, 
(Mro-- MT)(XO-- 27)). (27) 
The intrinsic space function for the nth particle is written in terms of angular mo- 
mentum eigenfunctions 
~0a((20), eAr) = E ~((l, k)sAv)Oa(l, k), (28a) 
lk 
in which k is the z-component of l in the rotated system. Explicitly, using the Elliott 
and Harvey phase conventions, 
tp((20), 400) = ~33 0(0, 0)+ x/~0(2, 0), 
1 i 
q~((20), 1½1) = ~ {0(2, - 1 ) - 0 ( 2 ,  1)}, (p((20), 1½-1) = ~ {0(2, - 1 ) + 0 ( 2 ,  1)}, 
1 
~o((20), -21-t-2) -- 2 ~  {20(0, 0)-x/20(2,  0)+x/310(2, - 2 ) + 0 ( 2 ,  2)]}, (28b) 
i 
tp((20), - 210) = ~-~ {0(2, -- 2 ) -  0(2, 2)}. 
The intrinsic space functions tp((2#)eAv) with e < eu which arise through the 
parentage expansion of eq. (27) can be expressed in terms of the function of highest 
weight by the technique of Elliott and Harvey 2). A function with g < eH is first 
expressed in terms of SU3 step-down operators acting on the function of highest 
weight (eq. (A.1) of the appendix). The step-down operators when acting on a function 
of highest weight can then be replaced by functions of the angular momentum oper- 
ators L+, L_ and Lo. Thus 2), 
(p(()l.p), eAr) = F((2/0 , gAy, L+, L_, LO)~O((~/2))H. (29) 
Expanding q~((2#))n in terms of angular momentum functions, as in eq. (26), and 
using the matrix elements of L+, L_ and L o in the angular momentum scheme, the 
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intrinsic states of the ( n -  1)-particle daughter can be expressed as 
q~((2#), eAv) = ~, a(LK)f(2#, eAv, LKv)~bu((2#)K; L(K + ~)), (30) 
KLy 
where the label K in the angular momentum eigenfunction ~o plays the role of the 
band quantum number, while (K+~) gives the z-component of L in the rotated 
coordinate system. As a specific simple example, consider q~((2#), e n - 3 ,  An + ½, vn + 1) 
which is equal to 
1 - i  1 
~/--~ Axzq~(2#)H = ~ i(Ax.--A,x)q~(2#)~l = ~ (L+-L_)  
so that in this case 
1 (L+-L_),  (31a) F((2#), ell-- 3, An+ ½, vn+ a; L+, L_, Lo) = 2 - ~  
1 [(LTK)(L+_K+I)]~" (3lb) f(2#, e n -  3, A n + ½, V H + 1, KL, ~ = +_ 1) = _+ 2 ~  
By transforming the orbital and spin angular momentum functions ~O n back to the 
space-fixed reference frame (e.g. ~Ou(L, K+7)  = ~M D~to:+r~(~2)*~b(L, M)), the in- 
tegral of eq. (27) becomes 
f da D~,orJo(t2)tpa((n - 1)TS[f](2#)eAv, M T ~')9~((20)e2 A2 v2(Mro -- Mr)(2~o -- Z')) 
8~ 2 
-- E E ~ a(LK)a((lk), e2 A2 v2)f(2p, sAy, KL~,) 
2 J o + l  T.K~ t, j 
x (L(K + y)Sr,'ldKj)(Ik½(T, o - Z')I j(K, o-  Ks))(JKs j(K, o - K,)13o Ks o) 
x ~ (dMjjmldoM~o>~([f](2~)KZ'; LSJMs; Tmr)¢(1½jm; trot), (32) 
M j  
in which ~ is an L-S coupled wave function with band quantum number K, and 
is the single-particle angular momentum function for the nth particle, in a state of  
definite l and j. With this value of the integral the wave function of eq. (27) is now 
in a form from which an overlap integral can be calculated. For this purpose the 
( n -  1)-particle daughter wave function, whichis also assumed to be of the form of 
eq. (24), is expanded out in L--S coupled wave functions 
f dO D~rj(Y2)q~u((n -- 1)TS[f](2#)H, Mr Z,) N 
= N f  dY2 D~K~(O) ~ a(LK)D~K(O)*DS~2(O)*$([f](2#)K~,; LM, SMs, TMT), 
d LK 
a(LK)(LKSZ[JKs) 
= ~ [ ~, [a(EK)(EKSZ[JKs)I2]~ ~k([f](2#)KZ; LSJM,, TMr). (33) 
L" 
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The computation of the overlap integrals is somewhat complicated by the fact that 
wave functions of the form $([f](2/*)KX; LSJM~) with different band quantum 
numbers K are not orthogonal to each other. Their overlap is most conveniently 
expressed in terms of the integrals A (KLK')  evaluated by Elliott and Harvey 2) 
A (KLK')  = a (LK)a (LK ' ) ($ (K ' ;  LM)I~b(K; L M ) ) .  (34) 
We are finally in a position to evaluate the overlap integrals o¢(l]) from which the 
single-particle spectroscopic factors 20) can be calculated. In particular 
J ( l j )  = (nTo S O [fo ](40 po)Ko Xo, JoMIoMTo 
x [[(n- 1)TS[f](2/*)KZ; J; t s l j l Jog lo ,  Togro)  
becomes 
(35) 
J(lj) = <n[fo](2oao)ToSo{l(n- 1)[f ](2/*)TS> ~ <SZ'½(Z o-z')[SoZo> 
~Av '~  t 
x ((2p)eAv; (20)e 2 A2 v2 [(40/*o)eon AoH Yon) X a((lk); ~2 A2 v2)A(Ko - k - 7, LK)  
k),L 
× f(2/*, ,Av, (Ko-k-~)L, ~)(tk½(~o-~'l)lJ(~o-Z'+~)) 
x ( J ( K  o - k + X ' ) j ( ~ o -  X' +k)[Jo(Ko +Xo)) 
( L ( K  o - k)SZ'[J(K o - k + Z'))  (LKSZI  J (K + Z))  
x (36) 
[ ~ la(EK)(L'KSZIJK~)[2] ~ [ ~ la(Lo Ko)(Lo Ko SoZolJo K~o)12] ~" 
L '  LO 
In terms of coefficients fl(lk; e 2 A2 v2 ; L )  defined as 
fl(lk; e2A2v2; L )  = ~ a((lk), e2A2v2) 
X' 
x ( l k ½ ( Z o - Z ' ) l J ( Z o - Z '  + k ) ) ( Y ( K  o - k + y , ' ) J ( Z o - Z '  +k)ldo(Ko +Xo) ) 
x (n [do ](2o/*o)ro So{[ (n - 1 [f] (2/*)TS)(SZ'½(Zo - X')lSo Zo) 
(L(Ko - k)SZ'ld(Ko - k + ~,')) (LKS~,IJ(K + Z))  
x (37) 
[ ~ ]a(Lo Ko)(Lo Ko So ZolJo Kjo)12] ~ [ ~ ]a(EK)(IZKSZIJKj)]2] ½' 
LO L'  
the overlap integrals can be written 
Y( l j )  = y, y, fl(lk; ~2&v2; L)((2/*)eAv; (20)~2A2v2](20/*o)~o.ao.vo.) 
k~L e A r  
(eEA2v2) 
x f(2/*, eAv,L (K o - k -  7), ?)A (K o - k - 7, LK) .  (38) 
The summations have been carried out explicitly for the six possible representations 
(40/,0) of the s-d shell. The results are presented in table 7. Since the n-particle 
parent and (n - 1)-particle daughter wave functions are in general linear combinations 
of wave functions of the form of eq. (24), the overlap integrals involving these states 
and an nth particle of definite I and j will in general involve linear combinations of 
the •(lj) given in table 7. 
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Appendix 
A1. MATRIX ELEMENTS OF THE INFINITESIMAL OPERATORS 
The matrix elements of the infinitesimal operators follow at once from the expli- 
cit construction of the SU3 basis functions given by Elliott and Harvey. A function 
with arbitrary eAr is given in terms of stepdown operators acting on the function 
of highest weight by (see refs. 2, 2!), 
with 
q~((2,u)eAv) = N(2bt, pqr)A;x 0~  AL ~o((2u),. An vn), (A.I) 
e = e n - 3 p - 3 q ,  A = A n + ½ P - ½ q ,  ½v = A - r ,  (A.2) 
where Oy~ = Ay~A~-Ay~ (Ax~-Ayy + 1)and where the normalization constant has 
the value 2) 
N(2/~, p, q, r) = r- + #+ l_q)!(it+ p_q_r ) l (#+  p _ q  + l)l ½. (A.3) 
I_ 2!/.t !(2 + # + 1)!(#+ p + 1)!p!q !r! d 
To determine the matrix element of Ax,, for example, it is necessary only to act with 
Axz on a function of arbitrary eAr and commute the operator Axz through to the 
right in eq. (A.1). Using the commutator properties 
[A**,O,z] = O, [A**,A~ = -rA~; tA, , ,  
and recplacing Ayzq)(p, q, r = 0)by  
(Arx A~z- Oyz) q~(p, q, r = 0), 
(v(p, q, r = 0)+1) 
we get 
Axzq~(p , q, r) (A+½v+l) N(p, q, r) (A-½v) N(p, q, r) 
= (2A+1) N(p+l, q, r) ~0(p+l, q, 0 +  (2A+1) N(p, q+l ,  r - l )  
x q~(p, q + 1, r -  1), (A.4) 
which is another form of the first of eqs. (4) of the text. 
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A2. THE ADJOINT IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATION 
By expanding the operator O~z in eq. (A. 1), a basis function of  (2/0 symmetry and 
arbitrary eAr can also be expressed in the following form: 
q q ! ( /~+p+ l ) !  (---.,  --yx --yz --~:z 
1)q -a  4r+a .dq-aAp+a q)((21~)eAv) = N(21~pqr) ~. 
,=o a!(q-a) ! ( I t+  p+ l - q  +a)! 
× (n .5 )  
By using step-up operators acting on the function of  lowest weight, to be denoted 
by the subscript L, a similar expression can be derived. In particular, for functions 
of (~2) symmetry, 
q q !(/~ + p  + 1) I .4r+a.dq_a4P+a 
- - x y  "Azy --zx  q~((/t2)-e, a ,  - v )  = N(2ppqr) E 
,=o a!(q-a)!( I t  + p + l - q  + a)[ 
× (A.6) 
where the magnitudes of  e, A and v are the same in eqs. (A.5) and (A.6) for identical 
p, q, and r. By expressing the infinitesimal operators of  the group in terms of  harmonic 
oscillator creation and annihilation operators t and by expressing the function o f  
highest weight in terms of creation operators of type a + and a + acting on a "closed 
shell" state of 3N oscillator quanta coupled to (~/~) = (00) (Moshinsky 11)), the 
relation (A.5) can be expressed as a polynomial in the creation operators 11) acting: 
on the closed shell state Ic) 
q~((Ap)eAv) = ~ ( a  +, a+x, a+)lc). (A.7), 
Similarly, the function of  lowest weight can be expressed in terms of annihilation 
operators of  type a~ and ax acting on a closed shell state of 3N oscillator quanta 
coupled to (2/0 = (00), so that the relation (A.6) can be expressed as a polynomial 
in the oscillator quanta annihilation operators acting on a closed shell state [c') 
q~((p;t)-~, A, - v )  = ( -1 )P+ '~ ( a~ ,  ax, ay)lc'), (A.8) 
where the polynomial functions ~ of eqs. (A.7) and (A.8) are identical. Comparing 
the two relations we see that the basis functions of  the adjoint representation (/t2) 
are related to those of  the irreducible representation (2#) by the relation 
q~((21~)eAv)* = ( -  1)P+'~0((/t2)- e, A, - v), (A.9a) 
where the phase factor can be expressed also in terms of  the quantum numbers e 
and v through eq. (A.2) 
go((211)eAv)* = (-1)¢(~-")+½"-~"~o((#2)--e, A, --v). (A.9b) 
¢ See refs. 1,~) or ref. 11): A~ = Xza,+(k)a~(k), i, j = x,y,z,  k ~ particle index = 1 . . . . .  n. 
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A3. A SYMMETRY PROPERTY OF THE SUa WlGNER COEFFICIENTS, Eq. (15) 
Us ing  eq. (A.9)  and  the techniques  employed  by  de Swart  10) to  der ive  the  sym- 
me t ry  p roper t i e s  o f  the  SU3 Wigner  coefficients, we ob ta in  the  re la t ion  
((21 # l ) e t  A1 vl ; (22 ~t2)~2 A2 v21 (23 ~3)83 A3 v3) 
= c(21/1i)(-1) ~ ( ~ - u ~ ) + ½ ~ - ~  F d im (23/1a)1 ~ 
Ld~m (J,, m)J 
X ((23 ~3)g3 A3 v3; (~2 ,~.2)--82, 52 --v21 ('~1/~t)81 hi vl), (A.10)  
where  c (2 ip i )  is a phase  fac tor  which is independen t  o f  the  q u a n t u m  numbers  8~, At ,  v ~; 
[cl = 1. The  phase  fac tor  c(2 i #~) can  be  de te rmined  by  sett ing bo th  81 = 81ri, vl = v ia ,  
and  83 = 83H, V3 = V3a, and  le t t ing A 2 have its largest  poss ible  value.  F o r  these 
values o f  the q u a n t u m  number s  our  phase  con,vention for  the  SUa Wigner  coefficients 
impl ies  tha t  both SU3 Wigner  coefficients in eq. (A .10)  are  posit ive.  Hence  
c(2i,ui) = ( _  1).t.O,, ++,,-~,,-;t,-a,+Jt,). (A.11) 
The symmet ry  re la t ion  for  the  doub l e -ba r r ed  SU3 Wigner  coefficient, eq. (15) o f  the 
text,  is ob ta ined  by  combin ing  (A.10) wi th  the  ana logous  symmet ry  re la t ion  for  the  
o rd ina ry  (SU3) Wigner  coefficient. 
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SU a RECOUPLING AND FRACTIONAL PARENTAGE 
TABLE 2 
SU3-Wigner coefficients <(2#)eri AH; (2d.t~)e2A2[[(3.',u')dr~A'rl> 
with e H = 23.+,u, A a = ½/~ and e' H = 23`'+,u',A' n = ½p' 
23 
(3`,~,u2) (3`'#') <(3,/*)er~Al~; (3.,t*,)*,A,l <3,,u)e.A.; (3.2,u,)e,A,[ 
x [(3.'/*')e'I~A'H> (2d*2) (2 '# ')  x [(3.'#')e'nA'rt> 
(20) (3, + 2,/z) 1 (02) (3. -- 2, #) 
(40) 
(3, ,#+1) [~--2..] ½ 
(3.+1,#--1) 2 + - ~ _ J  
E3.-q  
(3,-- 2,,u+2) L2TIJ 
(3`- ] ,  #) 
(3.,/~-- 2) 
3.(3.+~+D ]~ 
" ( a ~ 2 j - J  
3.+/,_.1 ~ 






(3, + 1, #) 
(3,+ 2,/-~-- 2) 
3,(3.+#+1) -]-t- 
(3.+ 3)(3.+tt +4)/  
(3 .+#)(3.+#+1)  -]½ 
(3. 45J 
(3`--2,/*+3) [ (3.-- 1)(3`--2)] { 
F 3`(3.--1)(3`+/zq-1) ]~- 
(3.-- 1 ,#+  1) t-(3`+2)(3`+ 1)(3`+/*+ 3)_1 
(40) 
(2 ,#--1)  
[ (3,--1)(2+tt) -]~ 
- ~ 3 . ~ 2 j J  




(3.+ 1, #) 1 
(3. ,#+2) 1 
(3.,/~-- 1) 
3 .(3.+.+1) -]* 
(3.+ 1)(3`+/,+ 3)_1 
3.(,~.-F#) (,~.+# + 1 ) "]~r 
( 3 ` + ~ + 3 i J  
(3.+ 1,/~--3) 
F3,-37 




(2, #- -4)  
. ( 3 . + # ) ( 2 + # - D  .-]~ 
( 2 + # + 2 ) ( 3 ` + # + 3 ) 2  
(3.-- 2)(3.+,u+ 1)-] 
(2--1)(3.+#) "]$" 
( 3 . ~ 2 ) J  
2(3.+#--1) "]½ 
( 2 ~ 2 ) /  
( 2 + # - -  2)-] 
where e~ = / 3 ' H - - e  H = (23.~+#2--3~) 
As = ½tr if/~a = 0, A2 = ½/z2--½6 if 3.~ = 0. 
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The recoupling coefficients 
U((3./0(20)(2+4, ,U)(20); (3._L 2, ,U)(40)) = 1, U((3.`U)(20)(2, U--4)(20); (2, ,U--2)(40)) = 1 




= (2 + 2, ,u) 
(3.,#+1) 







(3.*a,u*~) = (3.'#) 
(40) (21) =(2--3, ,U+2) 
2 7 '  r 3.+4 7* (z,,m,) [2(-2~J L2(~J = (2--2,/.~+2) 
2+4 2 * 
~ J  -- [2(~+2~]  (2--1,,U) 
(3.,~̀U~D = (2'#) 
(40) (21) = (2-- 1, ,U--2) 
? 4 ] '  ,,_ ,, ., 
(2,3,U~) = (4' ,u')  
(40) (21) = ( 4 +  1, ,U--3) 
(3.1*,ui*) 
= (2+2 .# )  
(3.+ 1,,U-- 1) 
(3 . ' # )  
= (2+2,,U--2) 
[ (3.+`u+1)7. V(2+'u+5)7* 
2(3.+,U+ 3)1 L2(~-~#~..]  
[ ( 2+ ,U+5) ] *  r ( 2+#+  1),7 ~r 




, [ ,u+4 7'  
. 4  
(2 ,~ `u ,~  = 
(40) (21) 
[e-21* F~,_+_21, 





= (3.+l,'U-- 1) 
(3., ,U-- 2) 
[ (3.+,u- 1)]* 
[ (3.+`U+3) ] *  




- m ~ i ~ j  
(02) (21) 
(3.15 "U12) 
= (2 + 2, ,u) 
(2+1,#--1)  




6 ( 2 - ~  3 jd 
2(3.+#)(2+'U+4) 7 '  
3 ( ~ 3 ) ]  
(2+,U+ 3)(3.+,U+ 4) ] ½ 
~ J  
(3.*3,U*D = 
(40) 




(3.+,u) 7 ~ 
3 (2~-~2)3  
(02) 
[ (~4`U+ 1)(3.+/z+ 4) 7' 
[ (3.+,u+1#3.+,u+3)] * 
r (3"+g)(2+'u+3) 7 ~ 
- ~2(a774 ~ 2 .  
(21) 
(3.1, ,Ul*) 





[ 3 . (3 . -1 )  "l ~ 
2(3.- 1)(3.+3)7 ½ 
33.(~+2) ..I 
[ (3.+2)(3.+3)7~ 







;~(3.+3) 7 ÷ 
2(3. + 1--~T-+ 2jd 
[ (3.-I)(~+2)7~ 
-- ~ "-I 
(21) 
(3..2/~**) 
=(2- -2 ,#+2)  
( 2 - -  1, # )  
(3., , u -  2) 
~,0,-1) 7* 
6Q~+ 1)(`u+ 2)-1 
[2(`u-1)~,+3)7~ " ~ ' j  
[ (,U+2)~+3) 7 '  
• ~ A 
,U+ 7 ~ 3~;-i?J 
--1 
a/3 
#Q~+ 3) 7* 
20,+~2~J 
(~-~)(~+2)l~ - [  ~ j 
I I 
~ + ~  
I I 
I ! 
~ + +  
+ ~1~ 
. ~ ,  + ~1+ 
~ ~ ~ 1 ~  
t I I I 
I 
I ~ V ' - "  
~- ~-I~- 
t i I . 




• " ~  I (~'1 ~.~ 
~ I - F  ,-, 
- F I ~  
m 
I I . 




















I I I "1 
I I I I 
~_ I "~ ~'I-F- -F "-, 




t . . .  1 
~ +  ~. 
~ ÷ ~  
+ r +  ~ 
I I 
~ ~ +  
+ , ~  
I I 
,-. - I -  
~1~ l l~ 
- ' + 2 + ~  ~ , ~ , + ~  
t"xl l ~ 
I 
I - -  
÷ - F  
I j j 
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T A B L E  6 
Examples of fractional parentage 
coefficients (n If] (2/~) {In-- 1) If '] (2'/#)) 
[44] [431 ] 
(84) (73) (46) (92) (65) (73)x (73)2 (46) 
[441] (93) 0 
(66) 
5 --1 13/11 13/7 
~26 ~26 " '" 3 ~2  3~2  
~6  --1 3/2 1 
~7  ~7  " '"  ~3 ~3 
. . .  
[43 ] 











--3/15 5V5 ~195 --~13 --~13 
83/2 8V22 8~7 2VlO 3/385 
1 3/5 ~ 7  
3/5 2~2 2~10 
I I 0 













--17 V'3 V'3 
168 2x/14 73/11 
5~/10 2 --9x/3 
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TABLE 7 
The  overlap integrals, ~¢(0), eq. (38) 
35 
1. ( ; ~ m ) =  ( x + 2 , # )  
dr(O) = ~ A(Ko, LK)fl(lO; 400; L) 
L 
2. (3 .0#0)= ( 3 . # + 1 )  
1 
.Y(lj) [22.(2+2)] ~v EL {A(K°--I'LK)L3(IO; 400;L)[(L+K°)(L--K°+I)I$+2V/2fl(I1; 1½1;L)] 
+ a(Ko+ 1, LK)[ [--fl(/0; 400; L) [(L--Ko)(L + Ko+ 1)1~-+ 2V/2fl(l, -- 1; 1{1; L)]} 
3. (2.o/~o)= (2.+1, #--1) 
J ( l j )  = i [(2.+#+3)(2.+/,+ 1)/ ,~+ 1)1% 
Y~ {A(Ko-- 1, LK)(Ko--/z-- 1)[,8(/0; 400; L)[½(L+Ko)(L--Ko+ I)]½+ (2.+#+ l)fl(/1; 1½1; L)] 
L 
+A(Ko+ 1, LK)(Ko+#+ 1)[--fl(/0; 400; L) [½(L--Ko)(L+Ko+ 1)1½+ (2. + # +  1)fl(l, -- 1; 1½1; L)]} 
4. (2.o/Zo)= (2.--2,#+2) 
1 EA(KoLK) {(1_ 12_~ ~1 Ko2)fl(10; 400;L) J(lj)  -- [(2.--1)(2.+1)]~r L ~ L(L+ 1)+ 
(2.-D 
+ (2.- 1)3(to; -212; L)+ ~ [3q, -- 1; 1½1; L)[(L--Ko)(L+Ko+ 1)]½ 
--3(/1; 1½1; L)[(L+Ko)(L--Ko+I)]¢]} +A(Ko--2, LK) {[(L--Ko+2)(L+K o- 1)]½ 
(2.- 1) 
1½1; L)) + (2.-- 1)fl(/2; --212; L)} x ( ~  fl(/0; 400; L)[(L+Ko)(L--Ko+ 1)]½+ - ~ -  fl(/1; 
( I 1 
+A(Ko+2, LK) I[(L+Ko+2)(L--Ko-- 1)1~ [ ~  flq0; 4OO; L)[(L--Ko)(L+Ko+ 1)]~ 
(2.--1)2.x/2 fl(l, -- 1 ; I½1;L)) +(2.--l)fl(l,--2;--212; L)}] 
5. (~/20) = (~.-- 1, #) 
o¢(lj) = b¢2[,u(#+2)2.(2.+ 1)(2.+#+ 1)(2.+#+2)]-,1- 
× 25 / [A(Ko LK) {fl(10; 400; L)½K o [22.+#--L(L+ 1) +Ko~]+ 2.(2.+fl+ 1)Kofl(lO; --212; L) 
L L 
[-zo(22.+~,) ~,[2.-(t,+ 1)~1] 
--fl(/l; 1½1;L) t ~ + 2~/2(#+1) A [(L+Ko)(L--Ko+I)]½ 
[- Ko (22.+/0 /*[2.-- (,u+ 1)21 [(L_Ko)(L+Ko+I)]½} +fl(l,--l;1½1;L) I.. "2~ 2 ~ D A  
{fl(12; --212; L)2.(2.+/z+ 1)(Ko--#--2)+J~fl(lO; 400; L)(Ko--2/z-- 6) +A(Ko--2, LK) 
q 
× [(L+Ko)(L--Ko+ 1)(L+K o-  1)(L--Ko + 2)]~r+ [(L--Ko+2)(L+Ko-- 1)]½ 
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TABLE 7 
(cont inued)  
× Ifl(ll;1½1; L) [ "K°(22-{-'u) [~t(2p2+7p-l-4)-}-/t(/.t-k-1)f,p+3)]ll / 
L ~--~ 2V~+I) -Jj) 
+ A(Ko+ 2,LK) {/~(I, --2; --212; L)~.().+p + l)(Ko+p+ 2)+¼t~(lO; 400; L)(Ko+ 2p+6 ) 
x [(L--Ko)(L+Ko+ 1)(L-- K o -  I)(L+Ko+2)]~-- [(L+Ko+2)(L--K o -  1)1~ 
× 1) .+3,11 II  [ ~(l, --1;1½1; L) l_ ~ + ~ j j j j  
6. (~opo) = (;t,/~--2) 
J ( lj ) = ~ 2 (,~ -t- p -t- I)'~-- 1)(p-l- 1)(,~-[-/~)(2-k/~-t-2)-~ 
x ~ [ [A(Ko, LK){fl(lO; 400; L) [pz(~+p+ 1)-- Ko2(l+,u+ 1 --½p~) 
L 
--¼ Ko" + ½L( L + 1)( Ko2-- p2) ] + ~(lO; --212; L )( 2 + p)( 2 + p + 1)(/z2--Ko 2) 
+ V'2(~t+p)/~(l I; 1½1;L)[½Ko2+Ko--½(I~=--31~--2)][(L+Ko)(L--Ko+I)]~ 
+ V'2(,Tt+p)/~(l, --1; 1½1;L)t--½Ko'+Ko+½(#'--3p--2)I[(L--Ko)(L+Ko+I)]½ } 
+a(Xo-- 2, LK){3(IO; 400; L)[½(p+ 1)(Ko--2)-- ¼ Lu(p+ 2) + (Ko-- 2)~1] 
x [(L+Ko)(L--Ko+ 1)(L+K o -  1)(L--Ko+2)]~r 
--a/2/~(ll; 1½1; L)(~+I~)[½(Ko--2)~--I~(Ko--2)+½~2+p+2)][(L--Ko+2)(L+Ko--1)]~ 
--/5(/2; --212; L)[(Ko--2)2--2~--m)(Ko--2)+pf~u--2)]} 
+A(Ko +2, LK){~(IO; 400; L)[--½Or+ 1)(Ko+ 2) +¼~(P+2) + (Ko+ 2)2]] 
X [(L--Ko)(L+Ko+ 1)(L--Ko-- l)(L+Ko+2)]~r 
+ a/2/5(1, -- 1 ; 1½1 ; L)(2+/.0 [½(Ko+2)z+p(Ko+2)+½(tt2+It+2)][(L+Ko+2)(L--Ko - 1)]~r 
--/5(1, --2; --212; L)[(Ko+2)~+2(p--m)(Ko+2)+p~--2)]}] 
